Detecting Alzheimer's disease biomarkers: From antibodies to new bio-mimetic receptors and their application to established and emerging bioanalytical platforms - A critical review.
The failure of therapeutic treatment of Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients can be related to the late onset of symptoms and, consequently, to a delayed pharmacological aid to counteract neurodegenerative progression. This is coupled to the fact that the diagnosis based on clinical criteria alone introduces high misdiagnosis rate. The availability of assessed biomarkers is therefore of crucial importance not only to counteract late diagnosis, but also to manage patients at high risk of AD development eligible for novel therapies. At the present time, amyloid-β peptides (Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42 isoforms), alone or in combination with Tau protein (total and phosphorylated forms (p-tau)) constitute reliable AD biomarkers and result highly predictive of progression to AD dementia in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), the earliest clinical presentation of AD. Improvement of existing diagnostic tools must take advantage of innovative bioanalytical approaches. In this review, starting from commercially available diagnostic platforms based on antibodies as recognition elements, we intended to provide a double point of view on the issue: 1) progresses achieved on innovative bioanalytical platforms (mainly sensors and biosensors) by using antibodies as consolidated receptors; 2) advance on promising bio-mimetic receptors alternative to antibodies in AD research, and their applications on conventional or innovative analytical platforms. In particular, we first focused on optical- (Propagating and Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance, named here SPR and LSPR) and electrochemical (voltammetric and impedimetric) transduction principles. Together with bioanalytical assays for AD biomarkers quantification, works aimed to investigate and understand their behavior, characteristics, and roles will also be considered in the discussion. An increasing interest in new emerging biomimetic receptors for AD diagnosis, as a promising alternative to antibodies is noticed, thus the description of peptides, peptoids, nanobodies, aptamers, and molecularly imprinted polymers and their role as recognition elements in different bioanalytical platforms is also reviewed. Features and limits are discussed, together with potentialities and perspectives of their further applicability to clinical routine AD analysis.